SIGNIFICANT NEW CAST MEMBERS

JOEL KINNAMAN
NEVE CAMPBELL
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT
ELLEN BURSTYN
CICELY TYSON
DAMIAN YOUNG
WENDY MONIZ
LISAGAY HAMILTON
COLM FEORE
FARSHAD FARAHAT
JEFFERSON WHITE

EPISODE 401

KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
NATHAN DARROW – Edward Meechum
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
SEBASTIAN ARCELUS – Lucas Goodwin
ELLEN BURSTYN – Elizabeth Hale
CICELY TYSON – Doris Jones
LISAGAY HAMILTON – Celia Jones
EISA DAVIS – Cynthia Driscoll
GEOFFREY CANTOR – Ben Goldstein
ELAN ZAFIR – Gagik
AARON ROBERT MARCUS – Michael
GRETCHEN CARLSON – Herself
MONICA CROWLEY – Herself
JUAN WILLIAMS – Herself
JACKIE NEDELL – Anchor
DREW MATTHEWS – Dunbar Staffer
JIMMY GONZALES - WitSec Officer
COREY MAHER – Agent Drake
JULIE MUN – Sara
TIM PABON – Mark
EPISODE 402
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
MAHERSALA ALI – Remy Danton
MOLLY PARKER – Jackie Sharp
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
ELLEN BURSTYN – Elizabeth Hale
CICELY TYSON – Doris Jones
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
LARS MIKKELSEN – Viktor Petrov
LISAGAY HAMILTON – Celia Jones
CURTISS COOK – Terry Womack
REED BIRNEY – Donald Blythe
MERECEDES HERRERO – Director of National Intelligence
DELPHI HARRINGTON – Louise
BETTY LEIGH – Vi
HILLARY MAZER – Bar
KATE STANFORD – Valerie
BRENNA MCDONOUGH – Penny
JOHN RUE – CIA Director
JULIAN GAMBLE – Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
AARON ROBERT MARCUS – Michael
ANNE BOWLES – Jane
KAREN TSEN LEE – Calista Bates
LEONID CITER – Igor Milkin
ALTORRO PRINCE BLACK – Immigration Officer
MEGAN PETERSEN – Nurse
FELIX STEVENSON – WH Steward
KENNETH ISRAEL – Secret Service Agent
CRAIG MILLER – Sergeant at Arms
MICHAEL J. LYONS – Speaker
NELLO DEBLASIO – Private Investigator

EPISODE 403
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
NATHAN DARROW – Edward Meechum
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
SEBASTIAN ARCELUS – Lucas Goodwin
ELLEN BURSTYN – Elizabeth Hale
CICELY TYSON – Doris Jones
LISAGAY HAMILTON – Celia Jones
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
EISA DAVIS – Cynthia Driscoll
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
MURPHY GUYER – Oren Chase
LANCE E. NICHOLS – Gene Clancy
DAVID EICHENBAUM – Abbott Vaughn
BRIAN STAPF – Sam
BONNIE JOHNSON – Charlotte
MICHALE BEASLEY – Rental Car Manager
CHRISTOPHER MANN – Secretary of Energy
ERICA FRENE – Seth’s Secretary
ANGELA GOLLAN – Receptionist
MICHAEL HARRITY – Dunbar’s Security
KATIE CARPENTER – Young Woman
ANDRE NANCE – Church Soloist
CRAIG HARCUM – Church Pastor

EPISODE 404
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
NATHAN DARROW – Edward Meechum
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCCOLLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
SEBASTIAN ARCELUS – Lucas Goodwin
ELLEN BURSTYN – Elizabeth Hale
CICELY TYSON – Doris Jones
LISAGAY HAMILTON – Celia Jones
EISA DAVIS – Cynthia Driscoll
DAVID PITTU – Dr. Saxon
ELLEN HARVEY – Martha Wilson
MERCEDES HERRERO – Director of National Intelligence
JOHN RUE – CIA Director
JULIAN GAMBLE – Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
CHARLES GIBSON – Himself
WOLF BLITZER – Himself
LEONID CITER – Igor Milkin
LANCER SHULL – CIA Agent
DUSTIN LEWIS – Aide
RICH BARLOW – Moderator
STACY RABON – Middle Aged Woman
BRIAN HATCH – Young Man
HERRARI HAMILTON – Young Woman
LINDSLEY REGISTER – Protester
ERICA FRENE – Seth’s Secretary
DARYL RAY CARLILES – Seth’s Staffer
COREY MAHER – Secret Service Agent
KENNETH ISRAEL – Secret Service Agent

EPISODE
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
MAHERSHALA ALI – Remy Danton
MOLLY PARKER – Jackie Sharp
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
GERALD MCRANEY – Raymond Tusk
LARS MIKKELSEN – Viktor Petrov
REED BIRNEY – Donald Blythe
KIM DICKENS – Kate Baldwin
EISA DAVIS – Cynthia Driscoll
JEREMY HOLM – Nathan Green
DAVID PITTU – Dr. Saxon
MALCOLM MADERA – Augustus Underwood
ELLEN HARVEY – Martha Wilson
ED MORAN – Agent Schiller
JASON TOTTENHAM – Agent Morgan
DIANN Y. RUST-TIERNEY – Danton’s Mother
KESNER CHAM – Danton’s Father
RASIK OHAL – Dr. Chase
JOSE MICHAEL VASQUEZ – Gas Station Attendant
SHAWN COSBY – Young Mother
SAMUEL SMITH – Secret Service Agent
PETER J. MENDEZ – Dunbar’s Political Director
JOHN-PATRICK DRISCOLL – Dunbar’s Comm Director
EPISODE 406
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
KATE MARA – Zoe Barnes
COREY STOLL – Peter Russo
MAHERSHALA ALI – Remy Danton
MOLLY PARKER – Jackie Sharp
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
REED BIRNEY – Donald Blythe
GERALD MCRANEY – Raymond Tusk
LARS MIKKELSEN – Viktor Petrov
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
EISA DAVIS – Cynthia Driscoll
LARRY PINE – Bob Birch
CURTISS COOK – Terry Womack
MARC KUDISCH – Henry Mitchell
JOHN HENRY COX – Willard Erickson
DAVID PITTU – Dr. Saxon
ED MORAN – Agent Schiller
JASON TOTTENHAM – Agent Morgan
CINDY CHEUNG – Meredith Lee
DEVIN DRUID – Danny
YVONNE ERICKSON – Dunbar's Lawyer
KENNETH ISRAEL – Secret Service Agent
CHUNYING ZHANG – President of China
GABRIELLE SCHAFER – Chancellor of Germany
PIA GLENN – Pundit #1
TIM MILLER – Pundit #2
MYKE HOLMES – Sharp's Aide

EPISODE 407
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
ELIZABETH MARVEL – Heather Dunbar
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
MICHEL GILL – Garrett Walker
CONSTANCE ZIMMER – Janine Skorsky
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt
REED BIRNEY – Donald Blythe
COLM FEORE – General Brockhart
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
LARRY PINE – Bob Birch
CURTISS COOK – Terry Womack
ANDREW POLK – Harry Marshall
DANIEL SAULI – Benjamin Grant
SUZANNE SAVOY – Patti Whittaker
JOHN HENRY COX – Willard Erickson
IAN BLACKMAN – Casey Giallo
JOHN RUE – CIA Director
JULIAN GAMBLE – Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
FINN DOUGLAS – Charlie Conway
ERIKA ROLFSRUD – Julia Melman
LORRI LINDBERG – FISA Court Judge
THOMAS ADRIAN SIMPSON – FISA Court Lawyer
A. SMITH HARRISON – Reporter
DARYN KAHN – Conway Staffer
IAN MARK BROWN – Donor
ROSA LAURA O’BROCKI – Rosario
CASEY FORD ALEXANDER – Technician
TRACI MITCHELL – News Anchor
CHAGMION ANTOINE – News Anchor
JON LEIBERMAN – Finance Anchor
CAT ANDERSON – Entertainment Anchor

EPISODE 408
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt
PAUL SPARKS – Thomas Yates
COLM FEORE – General Brockhart
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
LARRY PINE – Bob Birch
CURTISS COOK – Terry Womack
KIM DICKENS – Kate Baldwin
SEAN CULLEN – Sean Austen
IAN BLACKMAN – Casey Giallo
ERIKA ROLFSRUD – Julia Melman
JULEE CERDA – Dana Treister
MARK BORKOWSKI – Ted Barnes
TRACY MCMULLAN – Olivia Austen
ALLIE MCCULLOCH – Sally
GEORGE SHEFFEY – Executive Director
CRAIG NEWKIRK – NSA Agent #1
GRETHEN KOERNER – NSA Agent #2
KATE BENNIS – Photographer
TONY SENZAMICI – Austen's Chief of Staff
SUEHYLE EL‐ATTAR – Austen's Staffer
REBECCA STREET – Homeless Woman
ANTHONY DEVITO – Pizza Guy

EPISODE 409
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
PAUL SPARKS – Thomas Yates
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
REED BIRNEY – Donald Blythe
COLM FEORE – General Brockhart
ANDREW POLK – Harry Marshall
LISAGAY HAMILTON – Celia Jones
JOHN C. VENNEMA – Senator Sheer
DOUG BARRON – Senator Baker
FINN DOUGLAS – Charlie Conway
DONNIE KEHR – Adam Gould
LINDA ATKINSON – Madam Secretary
SUSANNE ARRINGTON – Tennessee Chair
GILBERT CRUZ – Texas Chair
RANDALL TAYLOR – Alabama Chair
MAURA CLAIRE HARFORD – Alaska Chair
DEMETRIA JOYCE BAILEY – California Chair
ALAN WADE – Delaware Chair
ANN HARADA – Hawaii Chair
ALAN RICHMOND – Indiana Chair
SCOTT LEHMAN – Louisiana Chair
JAKE TAPPER – Himself
PAUL BEGALA – Himself
S.E. CUPP – Herself
VAN JONES – Himself
LAUREN O’QUINN – Reporter  
CYNTHIA STEELE VANCE – Reporter  
SANJAY RAJA – Reporter  
TRACI MITCHELL – Anchor  
LEE ORDEMAN – Anchor  
KARINA CASIANO – Hospice Aide  
KATRINA CLARK – Sign Language Interpreter  

EPISODE 411  
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood  
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood  
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper  
MAHERSHALA ALI – Remy Danton  
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway  
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey  
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt  
PAUL SPARKS – Thomas Yates  
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant  
REG E. CATHEY – Freddy  
COLM FEORE – General Brockhart  
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan  
ANDREW POLK – Harry Marshall  
KATHLEEN CHALFONT – Margaret Tilden  
WENDY MONIZ – Laura Moretti  
JOHN RUE – CIA Director  
JULIAN GAMBLE – Chairman of the Joint Chiefs  
JAMES SAITO – Dr. Krebs  
PIPPA PEARTHREE – Helen  
MICHAEL HARDING – Governor Parsons  
AMY HOHN – Debbie Sims  
ROB TREVEILER – Karl Simms  
JOY KIGIN – Stamper’s Secretary  
NINI HUYNH – Claire’s Assistant  
FELIX STEVENSON – WH Steward  
LIONEL – Radio Host  
SHANNON MULAIRE – News Anchor  
JOHN TROUT – News Anchor  
TRICIA SAWYER – Cosmetologist  

EPISODE 412  
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood  
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood  
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper  
MAHERSHALA ALI – Remy Danton
MOLLY PARKER – Jackie Sharp
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt
PAUL SPARKS – Thomas Yates
MICHEL GIL – Garrett Walker
COLM FEORE – General Brockhart
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
ANDREW POLK – Harry Marshall
KATHLEEN CHALFONT – Margaret Tilden
WENDY MONIZ – Laura Moretti
JEFFERSON WHITE – Joshua Masterson
JEREMY HOLM – Nathan Green
MERCEDES HERRERO – Director of National Intelligence
JOHN RUE – CIA Director
CJ WILSON – Agent Lasker
ALFREDO NARCISO – Agent Holbrooke
ANDRE WARE – NSA Director
DAVID BISHINS – Secretary of Homeland Security
KIM RAMIREZ – Agent March
SEAN GRAHAM – James Miller
JENNIFER LEIGH MANN – Caroline Miller
ALIE URGUHART – Melissa Miller
DANA HEALEY – George Walleck
FINN DOUGLAS – Charlie Conway
BEN VANDERMEY – Zachary Hawthorne
AMR EL-BAYOUMI – Ibrahim Halabi
GWEN IFILL – Herself
ANNTOINETTE JOHNSON – Gwen Ifill’s Producer
GREG LANG – Military Aide
CRAIG NEWKIRK – NSA Agent 1
GRETCIEN KOERNER – NSA Agent 2
LANE CARLOCK – Herald Reporter
ANTHONY REYNOLDS – Herald Lawyer

EPISODE 413
KEVIN SPACEY – Francis Underwood
ROBIN WRIGHT – Claire Underwood
MICHAEL KELLY – Doug Stamper
MAHERSHALA ALI – Remy Danton
MOLLY PARKER – Jackie Sharp
DEREK CECIL – Seth Grayson
JOEL KINNAMAN – Will Conway
DOMINIQUE MCELLIGOTT – Hannah Conway
NEVE CAMPBELL – LeeAnn Harvey
BORIS MCGIVER – Tom Hammerschmidt
PAUL SPARKS – Thomas Yates
JAYNE ATKINSON – Catherine Durant
DAMIAN YOUNG – Aidan McCallan
ANDREW POLK – Harry Marshall
KATHLEEN CHALFONT – Margaret Tilden
WENDY MONIZ – Laura Moretti
FARSHAD FARAHAT – Yusuf Al Ahmadi
JEFFERSON WHITE – Joshua Masterson
JEREMY HOLM – Nathan Green
MERCEDES HERRERO – Director of National Intelligence
JOHN RUE – CIA Director
JULIAN GAMBLE – Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
CJ WILSON – Agent Lasker
ALFREDO NARCISO – Agent Holbrooke
ANDRE WARE – NSA Director
DAVID BISHINS – Secretary of Homeland Security
KIM RAMIREZ – Agent March
SEAN GRAHAM – James Miller
JENNIFER LEIGH MANN – Caroline Miller
ALIE URGUHART – Melissa Miller
FINN DOUGLAS – Charlie Conway
BEN VANDERMEY – Zachary Hawthorne
DAVID QUAY – Sam Price
JOY KIGIN – Stamper’s Secretary
TOM PABON – Mark
JULIE MUN – Sara
KIMBERLY FAIRBANKS – Mary
CRAIG NEWKIRK – NSA Agent 1
GRETCHEN KOERNER – NSA Agent 2
SARAH SKEIST – Reporter #1
SARA ANTONIO – Reporter #2
CHRI$$ DYER – Reporter #3
NINI HUYNH – Claire’s Assistant
REBECCA LINES – Nurse
CRAIG GALLOWAY – Secret Service Agent
JEFF SANDOR – Seal #1
DAVE MACDONALD – Seal #2
DAVID MEADOWS – Seal #3